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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS 
  

 Visit the Crystal Mountain. 

 See Bahariya Oasis. 

 Explore the White Desert. 

 Visit the Valley of the Golden Mummies. 

 Discover Black Mountain. 

 Niight sky Telescope. 

Overview: 

Head deep into the traditional culture of the Bedouin people on this 2-day trip. Eat 

with locals in El-Haiz and share in their party. See the Valley of the Golden 

Mummies and camp in the White Desert.  
 

Itinerary: Day 1. 

Early drive from Cairo to Bahariya Oasis by private A/C car Arrival to the 

Bahariya oasis around noon. 
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check-in at your hotel - Lunch P.M.  

 

Visit the local Museum [ Golden Mummies room ], after that we will move by 

jeep 4*4 wheel drive to cross the old city El Qasr, then, El Meftela area, then, we 

will cross the palm tree gardens and sand dunes towards the Pyramid mountain [ 

El Dest and Magrafa ],  
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possibility of a Camel ride for 4 hours [ optional ] from there to El Matter hot 

spring, after that we will move to the English mountain to take the sunset photos, 

dinner, then, returning to the hotel for overnight. 

Day 2. 

After having our breakfast, we will move by jeep to cross the old oasis, then, we 

will cross the sand dunes to Mady cold spring, after that we will move to El 

Mozaik, the Black Desert. 

 

then, to the Bedouin village El Hez, we will have our lunch beside cold spring, 

after that we will move to the Crystal mountain. 

 

 the western Agabat, El Khabour mountain, Flower stone, then, to the Valley of 

the Shapes [ El Khiyam Valley ], mushroom, after that to the wonderful new 

White Desert. 
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taking sunset photos with our giant Telescope 

 

 

to the magic spring [Ein Hadra]. 
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 then, we will cross the small Valley and the big Valley, Watermelon Valley, 

Henes Valley, Hawas Valley, El Tayha mountain, Flower stones, then, to the 

wonderful Agabat area, sand dune, then returning to the hotel. Lunch at hotel, 

then, drive from Bahariya Oasis to Cairo by private A/C car. 

 
Program includes: 

 Transfers from Cairo to/from Bahariya  
 All transfers in Bahariya, during safari.   
 All your tours and excursions are in Jeeps.   
 Camping facilities:   
 Transfers through 4X4 Toyota Land Cruisers.   
 Single and double dome-shaped tents.   
 Tents have mattresses and pillows.   
 3 bottles of Water during safari + 1 soft drink.   
 Special meals for vegetarians are served upon request (Should be requested   
 prior to arrival)   
 All food preparation and cooking is done by the camp staff.   
 Expert guides for the desert safari.   
 include entrance fees to tourist sites or nature reserves  

 

Excluded:  
 tipping and personal expenses. 

 
 Any services not mentioned . 

 


